The vast availability of textual data on social media has led to an interest in algorithms to predict user attributes such as gender based on the user's writing. These methods are valuable for social science research as well as targeted advertising and profiling, but also compromise the privacy of users who may not realize that their personal idiolects can give away their demographic identities. Can we automatically modify a text so that the author is classified as a certain target gender, under limited knowledge of the classifier, while preserving the text's fluency and meaning? We present a basic model to modify a text using lexical substitution, show empirical results with Twitter and Yelp data, and outline ideas for extensions.
Introduction
Recent work has demonstrated success in accurately detecting gender or other author attributes such as age, location, and political preferences from textual input, particularly on social media channels like Twitter (Bamman et al., 2014; Burger et al., 2011; Eisenstein et al., 2010; Liu and Ruths, 2013; Pennacchiotti and Popescu, 2013; Rao et al., 2010; Volkova et al., 2015) , weblogs (Mukherjee and Liu, 2010; Schler et al., 2006; Yan and Yan, 2006) and user-review sites (Johannsen et al., 2015) .
Outside of academic research, detection of author attributes is a major component of "behavioral targeting" which has been instrumental in online advertising and marketing from the early days of the Web.
Twitter, for example, uses gender inference over textual and profile features to serve ads (Underwood, 2012) and reports over 90% accuracy. Besides advertising, companies also rely on user profiling to improve personalization, build better recommender systems, and increase consumer retention.
While automatic profiling is undoubtedly valuable, it can also be used in ethically negative ways -the problem of "dual-use" outlined by Hovy and Spruit (2016) . Users may wish to mask their demographic attributes for various reasons:
1. A by-product of personalization is inadvertent discrimination: a study (Datta et al., 2015) finds that Google serves fewer ads for highpaying jobs to users profiled as female, and Sweeney (2013) shows that ads for public data about people who are profiled as black are more likely to suggest an arrest record regardless of whether the person had one.
2. Users living under authoritarian governments have the incentive to conceal their identity for personal safety (Jardine, 2016) . Even outside of repressive regimes, studies have shown that users value anonymity and are more likely to share controversial content when anonymous (Zhang and Kizilcec, 2014) . This is evidenced by the popularity of anonymousposting networks like Yik Yak and Whisper. Automated demographic profiling on content in these venues compromise this assumption of anonymity.
3. Many web users are concerned about online privacy. A large number choose to opt-out of having their online activities tracked by blocking cookies, or installing blocking tools such as Do Not Track 1 or AdBlock Plus 2 . Turow et al. (2015) argue that the majority of users are not actually willing to compromise their privacy in order to receive benefits -rather, they are resigned to it because they believe they are powerless to limit what companies can learn about them. It is likely that a usable tool that aids in masking their demographic identity would be adopted, at least by privacy-conscious users.
4. Users may wish to conceal aspects of their identity to maintain authority or avoid harassment -some women on online forums will try to come across as male (Luu, 2015) , and many female writers in literature have used male pseudonyms for this purpose.
This paper is a study addressing the following question: can we automatically modify an input text to "confound" a demographic classifier? The key challenge here is to transform the text while minimally distorting its meaning and fluency from the perspective of a human reader.
Consider this extract from a tweet: OMG I'm sooooo excited!!! Most classifiers would infer the author is female due to the use of multiple exclamation marks, the word omg, and the lengthening intensifier, features that are particularly gendered. Re-wording the tweet to dude I'm so stoked. conveys same message, but is more likely to be classified as male due to the words dude and stoked and the absence of lengthening and exclamation marks.
Although any distortion of text loses information (since word usage and punctuation are signals too), some of these stylistic features may be unintentional on the part of a user who isn't aware that this information can be used to profile or identify them.
1 http://donottrack.us 2 https://adblockplus.org/features# tracking
Related Work
The most relevant existing work is that of Brennan et al. (2012) who explore the related problem of modifying text to defeat authorship detectors. Their program, Anonymouth (McDonald et al., 2012) 3 , aids a user who intends to anonymize their writing relative to a reference corpus of writing from the user and other authors. Rather than automatically modifying the text, the program makes suggestions of words to add or remove. However, no substitutions for deleted words or placement positions for added words are suggested, so incorporating or removing specific words without being presented with alternatives requires a great deal of effort on the user's side. They also experiment with foiling the authorship detector with machine translation (by translating the text from English to German or Japanese and back to English), but report that it is not effective. Anonymouth is part of a larger field of research on "privacy enhancing technologies" which are concerned with aiding users in masking or hiding private data such as Google Search histories or network access patterns.
Another closely-related paper is that of PreotiucPietro et al. (2016) who infer various stylistic features that distinguish a given gender, age, or occupational class in tweets. They learn phrases (1-3 grams) from the Paraphrase Database (Ganitkevitch et al., 2013) that are semantically equivalent but used more by one demographic than the other, and combine this with a machine translation model to "translate" tweets between demographic classes. However, since their primary objective is not obfuscation, they do not evaluate whether these generated tweets can defeat a demographic classifier.
Spammers are known to modify their e-mails to foil spam detection algorithms, usually by misspelling words that would be indicative of spam, padding the e-mail with lists of arbitrary words, or embedding text in images. It is unclear whether any of these techniques are automated, or to what extent the spammers desire that the modified e-mail appears fluent. Biggio et al. (2013) formalize the problem of modifying data to evade classifiers by casting it as an optimization problem -minimize the accuracy of the classifier while upper-bounding the deviation of the modified data from the original. They optimize this objective with gradient descent and show examples of the tradeoff between evasion and intelligibility for MNIST digit recognition. They work with models that have perfect information about the classifier, as well as when they only know the type of classifier and an approximation of the training data, which is the assumption we will be operating under as well. Szegedy et al. (2014) and Goodfellow et al. (2015) show that minor image distortions that are imperceptible to humans can cause neural networks as well linear classifiers to predict completely incorrect labels (such as ostrich for an image of a truck) with high confidence, even though the classifier predicts the label of the undistorted images correctly. Nguyen et al. (2015) look at the related problem of synthesizing images that are classified as a certain label with high confidence by deep neural networks, but appear as completely different objects to humans.
A line of work called "adversarial classification" formally addresses the problem from the opposite (i.e. the classifier's) point of view: detecting whether a test sample has been mangled by an adversary. Li and Vorobeychik (2014) describe a model to defeat a limited adversary who has a budget for black box access to the classifier rather than the entire classifier. Dalvi et al. (2004) sketch out an adversary's strategy for evading a Naïve Bayes classifier, and show how to detect if a test sample has been modified according to that strategy. Within the theoretical machine learning community, there is a great deal of interest on learning classifiers that do not adversely affect or discriminate against individuals, by constraining them to satisfy some formal definition of fairness (Zemel et al., 2013) .
Our problem can be considered one of paraphrase generation (Madnani and Dorr, 2010) with the objective of defeating a text classifier.
Problem Description
The general problem of modifying text to fool a classifier is open-ended; the specific question depends on our goals and assumptions. We consider this (simplified) scenario:
1. We do not have access to the actual classifier or even knowledge of the type of classifier or its training algorithm.
2. However, we do have a corpus of labeled data for the class labels which approximate the actual training data of the classifier, and knowledge about the type of features that it uses, as in Biggio et al. (2013) . In this paper, we assume the features are bag-of-word counts.
3. The classifier assigns a categorical label to a user based on a collection of their writing. It does not use auxiliary information such as profile metadata or cues from the social network.
4. The user specifies the target label that they want the classifier to assign to their writing. Some users may want to consistently pass off as another demographic. Some may try to confuse the classifier by having half of their writing be classified as one label and the rest as another. Others may not want to fool the classifier, but rather, wish to amplify their gendered features so they are more likely to be correctly classified. 4
5. The obfuscated text must be fluent and semantically similar to the original.
We hope to relax assumptions 2 and 3 in future work.
Our experimental setup is as follows:
1. Train a classifier from a corpus 2. Train an obfuscation model from a separate but similar corpus While our objective is to confound any user-attribute classification system, we focus on building a program to defeat a gender classifier as a testbed. This is motivated partly by of the easy availability of gender-labeled writing, and partly in light of the current social and political conversations about gender expression and fluidity. Our data is annotated with two genders, corresponding to biological sex. Even though this binary may not be an accurate reflection of the gender performance of users on social media (Bamman et al., 2014; Nguyen et al., 2014) , we operate under the presumption that most demographic classifiers also use two genders.
We use two datasets in our experiments -tweets from Twitter, and reviews from Yelp. Neither of these websites require users to specify their gender, so it's likely that at least some authors may prefer not to be profiled. While gender can be inferred from user names (a fact we exploit to label our corpus), many users do not provide real or gendered names, so a profiler would have to rely on their writing and other information.
We chose these corpora since they are representative of different styles of social media writing. Twitter has become the de facto standard for research on author-attribute classification. The writing tends to be highly colloquial and conversational. Yelp user reviews, on the other hand, are relatively more formal and domain-constrained. Both user-bases lean young and are somewhat gender-balanced.
The data is derived from a random sample from a corpus of tweets geolocated in the US that we mined in July 2013, and a corpus of reviews from the Yelp Dataset Challenge 5 released in 2016. Since gender is not known for users in either dataset, it is inferred from users' first names, an approach commonly employed in research on gender classification (Mislove et al., 2011) . We use the Social Security Administration list of baby names 6 from 1990; users whose names are not in the list or are ambiguous are discarded. A name is considered unambiguous if over 80% of babies with the name are one gender rather than the other.
We removed data that is not in English, using Twitter's language identifier for the tweet data, and the language identification algorithm of Lui and Baldwin (2011) for the Yelp reviews.
We also removed Yelp reviews for businesses where the reviewer-base was highly gendered (over 80% male or female for businesses with at least 5 reviews). These reviews tend to contain a disproportionate number of gendered topic words like pedicure or barber, and attempting to obfuscate them without distorting their message is futile. While tweets also contain gendered topic words, it is not as straightforward to detect them.
Finally, excess data is randomly removed to bring the gender balance to 50%. This results in 432, 983 users in the Yelp corpus and 945, 951 users in the Twitter data. The text is case-folded and tokenized using the Stanford CoreNLP (Manning et al., 2014) and TweetNLP (Gimpel et al., 2011; Kong et al., 2014) tools respectively.
The set of users in each corpus is divided randomly into three parts keeping the gender labels balanced: 45% training data for the classifier, 45% training data for the obfuscator, and 10% test data.
Obfuscation by Lexical Substitution
The algorithm takes a target label y specified by the user (i.e., the class label that the user aims to be classified as), and their original input text w. It transforms w to a new text w that preserves its meaning, so that w will be classified as y.
Our transformation search space is simple: each word in w can be substituted with another one.
For every token w i ∈ w
• Compute Assoc(w i , y), a measure of association between w i and y according to the obfuscation training data.
Positive values indicate that w i as a unigram feature influences the classifier to label w as y and may therefore be retained (taking a conservative route), while negative values suggest that w i should be substituted.
• If Assoc(w i , y) is negative, consider the set V of all words v such that SynSem(w i , v) > some threshold τ and
where SynSem is a measure of syntactic and semantic similarity between w i and v. This is the set of candidat words that can be substituted for w i while retaining semantic and syntactic and are more predictive of the target label y.
• Select the candidate in V that is most similar to w i as well as to the two adjacent words to the left and right under Subst, a measure of substitutability in context. Substitute this candidate for w i , leaving w i unchanged if V is empty.
τ is a hyperparameter that controls the fidelity between w and w . Higher values will result in w being more similar to the original; the trade-off is that the obfuscation may not be strong enough to confound the classifier.
Descriptions of the association, similarity and substitutability functions follow.
Feature-Label Association (Assoc)
Since we don't have direct access to the classifier, an approximate measure how much a feature (word) contributes to the input being classified as a certain label is needed. For two labels y 1 and y 2 , we compute the normalized pointwise mutual information between each word f and each of y 1 and y 2 from the obfuscation training set, and take the difference:
The words that have the highest associations with each gender are listed in Table 1 . While these top items tend to be content/topical words that cannot be easily substituted, adjectives and punctuations that are gender-specific also rank high.
Syntactic+Semantic Similarity (SynSem)
We considered building the lexical similarity model from databases like PPDB (Ganitkevitch et al., 2013) , as in Preotiuc-Pietro et al. (2016) , but found that their vocabulary coverage for social media text was insufficient, particularly the words (misspellings, slang terms, etc.) that are most predictive of gender.
Distributional word representations tend to do a good job of capturing word similarity. While methods like the word2vec skip-gram neural network model of Mikolov et al. (2013) are effective for word similarities, we need to ensure that the substitutions are also syntactically appropriate for lexical substitution. With a skip-gram context window of 5, the most similar words to eating are eat and stomachs, which cannot substitute for eating in a sentence. On the other hand, a short content window of 1 gives high similarities to words like staying or experiencing, which are syntactically good but semantically weak substitutes.
In order to capture syntactic as well as semantic similarities, we employ dependency parses as contexts, using the word2vec extension of Levy and Goldberg (2014) . Larger corpora of 2.2 million Yelp reviews and 280 million tweets, parsed with Stanford CoreNLP and TweetNLP, are used to train the word vectors. (According to these vectors, the most similar words to eating are devouring and consuming.)
The lexical similarity function SynSem(a, b) is defined as the cosine similarity between the dependency-parse-based word vectors corresponding to the words a and b.
Substitutability (Subst)
This determines which of the lexically similar candidates are most appropriate in a given context. We use the measure below, adapted from Melamud et al. (2015) , giving the substitutability of a for b in the context of a list of tokens C by averaging over b and the context:
Unlike Melamud et al. (2015) who rely on the dependency-parse-based system throughout, we take Sem(a, c) to be the cosine similarity between the regular window 5 skip-gram vectors Mikolov et al. (2013) , and use the two adjacent words on either side of b as the context C. We found this works 
Results
We train L2-regularized logistic regression classification models with bag-of-words counts for the two corpora on their classification training sets. Table 2 shows the prediction accuracies on the unmodified test data as a baseline. (Performance is lower for Twitter than Yelp, probably because of the latter's smaller vocabulary.) The same classifiers are run on the obfuscated texts generated by the algorithm described above in §5, with target labels set to be (1) the same as the true labels, corresponding to when the test users want to amplify their actual genders, and (2) opposite to the true labels, simulating the case when all test users intend to pass off as the opposite gender. Table 2 shows the accuracy of the classifier at recovering the intended target labels, as well as the relative number of tokens changed from the original text. The modified texts are significantly better at getting the classifier to meet the intended targets -in both directions -than the unmodified baseline. As expected, lower thresholds for semantic similarity (τ ) result in better classification with respect to the target labels, since the resulting text contains more words that are correlated with the target labels.
The more important question is: do the obfuscated inputs retain the meanings of the original, and would they be considered grammatically fluent by a human reader? Future work must obtain participant judgments for a more rigorous evaluation. Examples of the modified texts are shown in Table 3 , including some good outputs as well as unacceptable ones. We find that τ = 0.8 is a good balance between semantic similarity of the modified texts with the original and prediction accuracy towards the target label.
Substitutions that don't change the meaning significantly tend to be adjectives and adverbs, spelling variants (like goood for good), and punctuation marks and other words -generally slang terms -that substitute well in context (like buddy for friend). Interestingly, spelling errors are sometimes introduced when the error is gendered (like awsome or tommorrow). Unfortunately, our association and similarity measures also hypothesize substitutions that significantly alter meaning, such as Plano for Lafayette or paninis for burgers. However, on the whole, topical nouns tend to be retained, and a perfunctory qualitative examination shows that most of the substitutions don't significantly alter the text's overall meaning or fluency.
Discussion
This paper raises the question of how to automatically modify text to defeat classifiers (with limited knowledge of the classifier) while preserving meaning. We presented a preliminary model using lexical substitution that works against classifiers with bagof-word count features. As far as we are aware, no previous work has tackled this problem, and as such, several directions lie ahead.
Improvements A major shortcoming of our algorithm is that it does not explicitly distinguish content words that salient to the sentence meaning from stylistic features that can be substituted, as long the words are highly gendered. It may help to either restrict substitutions to adjectives, adverbs, punctuation, etc. or come up with a statistical corpus-based Table 2 : Gender identification performance of a logistic regression classifier with bag-of-words features on the original texts from the test sets and the modified texts generated by our algorithm. Performance is measured relative to the target gender label: does every user want the classifier to predict their actual gender correctly, or have it predict the opposite gender? Chance is 50% in all cases; higher prediction accuracies are better. Better classifier performance indicates that the texts that are successfully modified towards the users' target labels, which may be to pass off as another gender or to reinforce their actual gender. τ controls the trade-off between semantic similarity to the original and association to the target label. A practical program should handle more complex features that are commonly used in stylometric classification, such as bigrams, word categories, length distributions, and syntactic patterns, as well as non-linear classification models like neural networks. Such a program will necessitate more sophisticated paraphrasing methods than lexical substitution. It would also help to combine word vector based similarity measures with other existing datadriven paraphrase extraction methods (Ganitkevitch et al., 2013; Xu et al., 2014; Xu et al., 2015) .
Paraphrasing algorithms benefit from parallel data: texts expressing the same message written by users from different demographic groups. While such parallel data isn't readily available for longerform text like blogs or reviews, it may be possible to extract it from Twitter by making certain assumptions -for instance, URLs in tweets could serve as a proxy for common meaning (Danescu-NiculescuMizil et al., 2012) . We would also like to evaluate how well the machine translation/paraphrasing approach proposed by Preotiuc-Pietro et al. (2016) performs at defeating classifiers.
We plan to extensively test our model on different corpora and demographic attributes besides gender such as location and age, as well as author identity for anonymization, and evaluate the quality of the obfuscated text according to human judgments.
Our model assumes that the attribute we're trying to conceal is independent of other personal attributes and a priori uniformly distributed, whereas in practice, attributes like gender may be skewed or correlated with age or race in social media channels. As a result, text that has been obfuscated against a gender classifier may inadvertently be obfuscated against an age predictor even if that wasn't the user's intent. Future work should model the interactions between major demographic attributes, and also account for attributes that are continuous rather than categorical variables.
Other paradigms The setup in Sec. 3 is one of many possible scenarios. What if the user wanted the classifier to be uncertain of its predictions in either direction, rather than steering it one of the labels? In such a case, rather than aiming for a high classification accuracy with respect to the target label, we would want the accuracy to approach 50%. What if our obfuscation program had no side-information about feature types, but instead had some other advantage like black-box access to the classifier? In ongoing work, we're looking at leveraging algorithms to explain classifier predictions (Ribeiro et al., 2016) for the second problem.
Security and adversarial classification Note that we have not shown any statistical guarantees about our method -a challenge from the opposite point of view is to detect that a text has been modified with the intent of concealing a demographic attribute, and even build a classifier that is resilient to such obfuscation.
We also hope that this work motivates research that explores provably secure ways of defeating text classifiers.
Practical implementation Eventually, we would like to implement such a program as a website or application that suggests lexical substitutions for different web domains. This would also help us evaluate the quality of our obfuscation program in terms of (1) preserving semantic similarity and (2) its effectiveness against real classifiers. The first can be measured by the number of re-wording suggestions that the user chooses to keep. The second may be evaluated by checking the site's inferred profile of the user, either directly if available, or by the types of targeted ads that are displayed. Further, while our objective in this paper is to defeat automatic classification algorithms, we would like to evaluate to what extent the obfuscated text fools human readers as well.
